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Construction and enlargement of dilatonic wormholes by impulsive radiation
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The dynamical behavior of traversable wormholes and black holes under impulsive radiation is studied in an
exactly soluble dilaton gravity model. Simple solutions are presented where a traversable wormhole is con-
structed from a black hole, or the throat of a wormhole is stably enlarged or reduced. These solutions illustrate
the basic operating principles needed to construct similar analytic solutions in full Einstein gravity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wormholes are tunnels through space-time, linking oth
wise separated regions of a single universe, or bridges j
ing two different universes. Since traversable wormho
were introduced by Morris and Thorne@1# as theoretically
allowable space-times in Einstein gravity, wormholes ha
been pursued as an attractive research topic involving
possibility of rapid interstellar travel and even time m
chines, as reviewed by Visser@2#. The properties of static
Morris-Thorne wormholes have been studied by many
thors and it is known even in nonstatic situations tha
negative-energy source is necessary for traversable wo
holes to exist@3–6#. Assuming such a source, there are
teresting and practical problems of clarifying the dynami
nature of wormholes, such as how to construct a travers
wormhole and how to enlarge the throat enough to ena
human beings to pass through it.

Not long ago, a unified framework for black holes a
traversable wormholes was proposed@5#, indicating that they
are dynamically interconvertible when the trapping horizo
locally characterizing them@5,6–8# bifurcate or merge. This
theory was first concretely confirmed in an exactly solu
model, Callan-Giddings-Harvey-Strominger~CGHS! two-
dimensional dilaton gravity@9# with an additional negative
energy scalar field to support wormholes@10#, and then in
standard Einstein gravity numerically@11#. In seeking ana-
lytic solutions in full Einstein gravity, we have found non
static solutions to be difficult to obtain, except in the idea
zation of impulsive radiation, where the radiation
concentrated so as to deliver finite energy and momentum
an instant.

In this paper, we construct some of the simplest model
dynamic wormhole processes by employing impulsive rad
tion in a generalized dilaton gravity model; specifical
wormhole construction from a black hole, wormhole ope
tion by energy balance and wormhole reduction or enlar
ment. The last point addresses a common belief that, w
wormholes are possible or even expected at the Planck s
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large-scale wormholes are unlikely or even impossible. A
tually self-inflating wormholes were recently discovered n
merically @11#, but to date there have been no concrete
amples of stable wormhole enlargement, where
wormhole size is controlled.

In Sec. II we review the static CGHS@9# black-hole and
Hayward-Kim-Lee~HKL ! @10# wormhole solutions and gen
eralize the dilaton gravity model. We find solutions descr
ing the construction of a wormhole from a black hole in Se
III. In Secs. IV and V, we study processes to change
throat radius of the wormhole by controlling impulsive r
diation, either from one universe or from both universes. T
final section is devoted to summary.

II. BLACK HOLES AND WORMHOLES IN DILATON
GRAVITY

The CGHS two-dimensional dilaton gravity@9# is gener-
alized by the action@10#

E
S
mFe22f~R14~¹f!214l2!2

1

2
~¹ f !21

1

2
~¹g!2G

~1!

whereS is a 2-manifold,m, R and¹ are the area form, Ricc
scalar and covariant derivative of a Lorentz 2-metric onS, l
represents a negative cosmological constant,f is a scalar
dilaton field, f is a Klein-Gordon field representing matte
andg is a ghost Klein-Gordon field. The last term is added
the CGHS action in order thatg provides the negative energ
densities needed to support a traversable wormhole@1–6#.
By choosing future-pointing null coordinates (x1,x2), the
line element may be written as

ds2522e2rdx1dx2. ~2!

Taking the gauge choicer5f and transforming the dilaton
field f to r 52e22f, the field equations reduce to a simp
form: the evolution equations

]1]2 f 50, ~3!

]1]2g50, ~4!

]1]2r 524l2 ~5!

and the constraints

n,
:
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]6]6r 5~]6g!22~]6 f !2. ~6!

The fieldr plays a similar role to the areal radius in spheric
symmetry@8,12#.

In vacuum, f 5g50, the general solution to the fiel
equations is@9#

r 52m24l2x1x2 ~7!

where the origin has been fixed. The constantm may be
interpreted as the mass of the space-time, whose global s
ture has been described previously@12#. For m.0 this de-
scribes the CGHS static black hole, analogous to
Schwarzschild black hole. The Penrose diagram is show
Fig. 1 ~left panel!.

Recently the solution@10#

r 5a12l2~x12x2!2, g52l~x12x2!, f 50 ~8!

has been found, where the origin has again been fixed.a
.0, this represents a traversable wormhole, hereafter ca
the HKL wormhole, with analogous global structure to
Morris-Thorne wormhole: a throatr 5a at x15x2, joining
two regions withr .a, an x1.x2 universe and a reflecte
x1,x2 universe, as depicted in Fig. 1~right panel!.

Thus the model naturally contains both static black ho
and static traversable wormholes. A characteristic featur
both cases is the trapping horizons, defined by“r •“r 50,
or equivalently]1r 50 or ]2r 50 @5–8#. In the CGHS black
hole, they coincide with the event horizonsr 52m at x2

50 andx150 respectively. In the HKL wormhole, there
a double trapping horizon,]1r 5]2r 50, at the throatr
5a. This illustrates how trapping horizons of different typ
may be used to locally define both black holes and wo
holes@5#. Also relevant are the locally trapped regions whe
“r •“r ,0, consisting of future trapped regions if]6r ,0
or past trapped regions if]6r .0, as occur in black holes o
white holes respectively. Locating the trapping horizons a
the locally trapped regions is a key feature of the analysi
dynamic situations.

In the following, we wish to take delta-function profile
for the radiation energy densities

r65~]6 f !22~]6g!2 ~9!

where units have been fixed. To avoid ill-defined squ
roots of delta functions, the model may be formally gener
ized to

FIG. 1. Penrose diagrams of~left! a CGHS black hole and
~right! a HKL traversable wormhole. The bold lines represent
trapping horizons, constituting the event horizons of the black h
and the throat of the wormhole.
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]6]6r 52r6 , ~10!

]1]2r 524l2, ~11!

]6r750, ~12!

where the energy densitiesr6 are now regarded as basic an
need not be derived from Klein-Gordon fields. The evoluti
equations~11!, ~12! have the general solutions

r ~x1,x2!5r 1~x1!1r 2~x2!24l2x1x2, ~13!

r6~x1,x2!5r6~x6!. ~14!

The constraints~10! are preserved by the evolution equatio
in the ]7 directions, and so may be reduced to

]6]6r 652r6 . ~15!

The constraints are manifestly integrable forr 6 given initial
data:

r6 on x75x0
7 , ~16!

~r ,]1r ,]2r ! at x15x0
1 , x25x0

2 ~17!

for constantsx0
6 . The data consist of the energy-density pr

files of the left-moving and right-moving radiation, plu
lower-dimensional data for the metric. Then the general p
cedure is to specify this initial data according to the desi
physical situation, integrate the constraints~15! for r 6 ; then
the solution follows as Eqs.~13!, ~14!. Consequently, the
effect of the radiation is much easier to see than in Eins
gravity, although the model shares various physically imp
tant features including gravitational collapse to black ho
satisfying cosmic censorship@12#.

III. CONSTRUCTION OF A WORMHOLE FROM A
BLACK HOLE

We study how to construct a traversable wormhole from
black hole by irradiating it with negative energy. Although
similar idea has been studied previously@10#, now we
present a simpler solution involving impulsive radiatio
which is a preliminary to constructing an analytic solution
four-dimensional Einstein gravity. We consider a CGH
black hole subjected to impulsive negative-energy radiat
at some positive valuex0 of the Kruskal-like coordinatesx6,
with energy density chosen in order to close up the fut
trapped region by merging its trapping horizons, followed
the constant irradiation needed to maintain the static wo
hole:

r6524l2x0d~x62x0!24l2Q~x62x0! ~18!

whereQ is the unit Heaviside step function andd the Dirac
~delta-function! distribution. When differentiating to chec
solutions, it may be useful to remember that the derivatived8
of the delta function, as a distribution acting on test functio
f, satisfiesd8 f 52d f or (d f )850. Of courseQ85d.

e
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Assuming a black hole of massm in the initial region, we
obtain the solution

r 52m24l2x1x212l2~x122x0
2!Q~x12x0!

12l2~x222x0
2!Q~x22x0!. ~19!

The solution in the final regionx6.x0 can be recognized a
a HKL wormhole~8!. In more detail, the trapping horizons

05]6r 54l2@x6Q~x62x0!2x7# ~20!

are located at

x750, x6,x0 ,

x15x2, x6.x0 ~21!

and their radii are

r 05H 2m, x6,x0 ,

2m24l2x0
2 , x6.x0 ,

~22!

as depicted in Fig. 2. In this solution, the throat radiusa
52m24l2x0

2 of the wormhole is smaller than the horizo
radius 2m of the initial black hole. Thus we require 2l2x0

2

,m in order that a wormhole is constructed.
The results are similar to the previous solution@10#, ex-

cept that here the trapping horizons move discontinuou
rather than continuously, a well-known property under infi
tesimally thin mass shells@13#. This is a general feature o
the solutions presented in this article, stemming from the
that the field equations or Einstein equations relate]6]6r to
the energy densitiesr6 , so that delta-functionr6 causes
discontinuous]6r . This is, of course, an idealization of
situation where a concentrated packet of radiation cau
swift movement of the trapping horizon.

A recently discovered four-dimensional wormhole so
tion @14# can be similarly constructed from a Schwarzsch

FIG. 2. A HKL wormhole is constructed from a CGHS blac
hole by irradiating with impulsive negative-energy radiation, rep
sented by dashed lines. The bold lines represent the trapping
zons, light shading indicates past trapped regions and darker s
ing indicates future trapped regions. The impulses shift the bla
hole trapping horizons suddenly, making them coincide, th
constant non-impulsive radiation supports the resulting wormho
08400
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black hole in full Einstein gravity@15#. By the time reverse,
we can also obtain a picture where a wormhole collapses
a black hole by beaming in impulsive radiation at the m
ment of switching off the supporting ghost radiation. In th
case, the horizon radius of the black hole is larger than
throat radius of the initial wormhole. This reduces to t
sudden collapse case@10# without the impulsive radiation
andx050.

IV. WORMHOLE ENLARGEMENT AND REDUCTION

We are interested in how to create wormholes with thr
large enough for human beings to pass from one univers
another. It is practically useful if it can be achieved by pr
cesses from our universe only. In this section, we stu
wormhole operation by energy balance from one unive
only. We irradiate the wormhole from our universe with im
pulsive radiation of equal positive and negative energy
different times:

r1524l22b2d~x12x0!1b2d~x12x1!, ~23!

r2524l2,

where x1.x0, so that the positive-energy impulse follow
the negative-energy impulse. Assuming a wormhole of thr
radiusa initially, we obtain the solution

r 5a12l2~x12x2!21b2~x12x0!Q~x12x0!

2b2~x12x1!Q~x12x1!. ~24!

The locations of the trapping horizons]6r 50 are given by

x25H x1, x1,x0 ,

x11b2/4l2, x0,x1,x1 ,

x1, x1.x1 ,

~25!

x25x1.

One sees that the wormhole mouth]1r 50 is shifted out by
the negative-energy radiation and back again by the posit
energy radiation, merging with the unmoved]2r 50 mouth
to leave a static wormhole again, Fig. 3~left panel!. As in the
previous section, the sudden shift of the wormhole mouth
due to the impulsive nature of the radiation. The throat ra
of the initial and final wormholes are

r 05H a, x6,x0 ,

a1b2~x12x0!, x6.x1 ,
~26!

so that the throat of the final state becomes larger than tha
the initial state.

On the other hand, ifx1,x0, where the negative-energ
impulse follows the positive-energy impulse, the throat
the final state becomes smaller than that of the initial st
Fig. 3 ~right panel!. Then we needb2(x02x1),a to obtain
a wormhole rather than a naked singularity. If one thinks
the positive-energy impulse as an idealized model of a f
moving traveller traversing the wormhole, this suggests h
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to operate and maintain the wormhole for transport, incl
ing the back reaction of the traveller@5#. This also demon-
strates the stability of the wormhole to such dynamic per
bations.

In summary, the throat radius of the wormhole can
adjusted at will by controlling the energy and timing of im
pulses. The example demonstrates the property, follow
from the second law of wormhole dynamics@5#, that the
wormhole becomes smaller~larger! after an operation in
which the wormhole mouths bifurcate to open up a contra
ing ~expanding! region of future~past! trapped surfaces an
subsequently merge again. Note that the energies6b2 of the
impulsive radiation are equal and opposite, to ensure tha
wormhole mouths merge again, as expected from the
law of wormhole dynamics@5#.

V. SYMMETRIC WORMHOLE ENLARGEMENT

Now we construct solutions to enlarge the throat by bea
ing in impulsive radiation symmetrically from both un
verses. We give two solutions, a simple one which is diffic
to generalize to full Einstein gravity, and a more delicate o
which can be so generalized. The first example is a sym
trized version of that of the previous section:

r6524l22b2d~x62x0!1b2d~x62x1!. ~27!

Assuming a wormhole with initial throat radiusa, we obtain
the solution

r 5a12l2~x12x2!21b2~x12x0!Q~x12x0!

1b2~x22x0!Q~x22x0!2b2~x12x1!Q~x12x1!

2b2~x22x1!Q~x22x1!. ~28!

This also describes a HKL wormhole~8! in the final region
x6.x1. The initial and final wormhole regions have throa
]1r 5]2r 50 at x15x2, with radii

r 05H a, x6,x0 ,

a12b2~x12x0!, x6.x1 ,
~29!

FIG. 3. A HKL wormhole is subjected to a double burst
impulsive radiation with equal positive and negative energy. T
operation shifts one wormhole mouth away from, then back to
original position. The shaded regions are~left! past or~right! future
trapped, respectively expanding or contracting, so the wormh
becomes respectively larger or smaller.
08400
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respectively. Then the wormhole is enlarged ifx1.x0, so
that the negative-energy impulse precedes the posit
energy impulse, as before. The final formation of a sta
wormhole is again dependent on the additional radiation h
ing equal and opposite energies6b2. For a slow burst of
durationx12x0.b2/4l2, the wormhole mouths]6r 50 are
shifted so that the oppositely moving positive-energy i
pulses intersect them, while for a rapid burst of durationx1
2x0,b2/4l2, the mouths enclose the entire middle regi
x0,x6,x1 between the impulses, Fig. 4.

In full Einstein gravity, we wish to patch togethe
Schwarzschild, static-wormhole@14# and Vaidya regions.
However, the four-dimensional analogue of the middle
gion in the above example is not known analytically. So
the second example, we switch off the non-impulsive rad
tion between the impulses and switch it back on afterwa

r6524l2Q~x02x6!2b2d~x62x0!1a2d~x62x1!

24l2Q~x62x1!. ~30!

Then the middle region is vacuum and therefore part o
CGHS white hole. Assuming the initial regionx6,x0 to be
a HKL wormhole of throat radiusa, we find the solution

r 5a24l2~x1x21x0
2!14l2x0~x11x2!12l2~x12x0!2

3Q~x02x1!12l2~x22x0!2Q~x02x2!1b2~x12x0!

3Q~x12x0!1b2~x22x0!Q~x22x0!2a2~x12x1!

3Q~x12x1!2a2~x22x1!Q~x22x1!12l2~x12x1!2

3Q~x12x1!12l2~x22x1!2Q~x22x1!. ~31!

Now we want the final regionx6.x1 to be a HKL wormhole
in the usual coordinates, Fig. 5. Then we find the relation

x052
b2

4l2
, x152

a2

4l2
~32!

between the energy and timing of the impulses. This sim
fies the solution in the initial, middle and final regions:

e
s

le

FIG. 4. Wormhole enlargement by symmetric bursts of imp
sive radiation, keeping the non-impulsive radiation constant. B
wormhole mouths are shifted out, then back again, opening
closing an expanding~past trapped! region, shaded for a rapid burs
~left! and a slow burst~right!.
8-4
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r 55
a12l2~x12x2!2, x6,x0 ,

a14l2x0
224l2x1x2, x0,x6,x1 ,

a14l2~x0
22x1

2!

12l2~x12x2!2, x1,x6,

~33!

which are recognizable as CGHS white-hole~7! or HKL
wormhole~8! regions. The wormhole throats are atx15x2

with radii

r 05H a, x6,x0 ,

a14l2~x0
22x1

2!, x1,x6.
~34!

Thus the throat radius of the final wormhole is larger th
that of the initial one, again due to the negative-positive
ergy ordering of the burst.

Note thatx0,x1,0, so thata2,b2, meaning that the
positive-energy impulsive radiation does not completely b
ance the negative-energy impulsive radiation, since so
supporting negative energy has already been removed.
difference a22b2524l2(x12x0) equals the energy
*x

x1r6dx6 missing as compared with the static wormhole

FIG. 5. Wormhole enlargement process by symmetric burst
impulsive radiation, with negative energy followed by positive e
ergy, timed as described in the text. The non-impulsive radiatio
switched off between the impulses. Then the middle shaded re
is vacuum and expanding.
0

g
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Combined with the results from the previous section,
have confirmed that the radius of the wormhole throat
enlarged when an expanding region of past trapped surf
is opened and closed between the initial and final st
wormholes, by bifurcating and merging the wormho
mouths, defined as trapping horizons. In addition, the so
tion just presented is one of the simplest where the wormh
is enlarged, in the sense that each relevant region is pa
either a static white hole, a static wormhole or a pu
radiation region, joined at null boundaries, which is also p
sible in full Einstein gravity@15#.

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have used an exactly soluble dila
gravity model to study wormhole dynamics under impulsi
radiation, finding solutions where a traversable wormhole
created from a black hole or the throat radius of a wormh
is enlarged or reduced, the size being controlled by the
ergy and timing of the impulses. Where the solutions con
of black-hole, static-wormhole and pure-radiation regio
matched along null boundaries, we can succeed in constr
ing similar analytic solutions in full Einstein gravity, al
though the analytical details are much more complex@15#.

The recipe for enlarging the wormhole is to cause
wormhole mouths to bifurcate, opening up an expanding
gion of past trapped surfaces, and then merge again, by
ing additional negative energy followed by compensat
positive energy. The general proof involves the first and s
ond laws of wormhole dynamics and is a future importa
work in the unified framework for black-hole and wormho
dynamics@5#. The second law determines whether the a
increases or decreases, and the first law quantifies it in te
of the energy supplied and work done.

The results in this paper show how to create a traversa
wormhole of human size in principle, if negative-ener
matter can be controlled. Self-inflating wormholes were d
covered recently@11#, but the present solutions are the first
describe stable wormhole enlargement. Clarifying the
namical behavior of wormholes is a quite attractive subje
since the cosmic shortcuts and time travel usually conside
as science fiction are thereby closer to being realized.
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